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Before the revolution 
§ Average Egyptians were dealing with lack of human 

rights, unemployment and high food prices. 
§ They did not believe they were being leased correctly by 

their president, Hosni Mubarak
§ The government was not taking care of them; they were 

getting fed up. 



During the revolution 
§ The revolution started on January 25th, 2011. 
§ Hundreds of thousands of protesters  gathered in Cairo 

and Alexandria, Egypt. 
§ Demanded president Mubarak to out. 
§ Protests were organized by people involved in social 

media like Ahmed Maher or Wael Ghoneim who set up a 
Facebook page named Kolenakhaled Saeed. 

§ There was  brutal police force that led to some deaths.  
§ President Mubarak stepped down after 18 days. 



After the revolution 
§ After president Mubarak stepped down the military took 

power,
§ lead to strict laws and regulations. 
§ a new president, Mohammad Morsi, was elected. 
§ New protests against Morsi arose, and violence became 

regular.  



Animal farm 
■ The Egyptian protesters were the incentive for a new life 
■ Just like the animals in Animal Farm the Egyptians 

believed in something and took actions towards it 
■ They both weren't being treated fairly 
■ They both rebelled strongly and got the initial outcome 

they wanted 
■ In the long run life continued to be difficult for both 



Key similarities between animal farm 
and the revolution 
Animal farm 

§ Animals were being treated badly by 
their owner 

§ The animals took extreme 
measures to over rule Mr. Jones 

§ Pigs took power and obtained strict 
rules

§ Napoleon had the dogs use 
violence and intimidation to control 
the animals 

Egyptian Revolution

§ Citizens were faced with poor 
conditions because of their leader

§ Protesters gathered and demanded 
their president to step down

§ Military took power which lead to 
strict laws and regulations 

§ Police used brutal force to contain 
protests 


